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1. Introduction 

Recently, data hiding, or information hiding, plays an important role in data assurance. 
Generally speaking, data hiding techniques can be classified into steganography and digital 
watermarking (Cox et al., 2008; Shih, 2008). The marked images generated by the 
steganographic methods (Gu & Gao, 2009; Liu & Shih, 2008; Qu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 
2010; Zhou et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2011) were prone to catch damage (by manipulations) and 
resulted in a failure extraction of the message. However, based on the spatial domain, the 
steganographic methods often provide a large payload with a good perceived quality. Major 
applications of the techniques can be found in private data saving, image tagging and 
authentication, and covert communications. On the other hand, the robustness performance 
with a limited payload is a key feature of digital watermarking approaches (Lai et al., 2009; 
Al-Qaheri et al., 2010; Lin & Shiu, 2010; Yamamoto & Iwakiri, 2010; Yang et al., 2010; 
Martinez-Noriega et al., 2011). Most of the robust watermarking approaches which based on 
the transform domain such as discrete cosine transform (DCT), integer wavelet transform 
(IWT), and discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be tolerant of common image processing 
operations. Their usages can be found in owner identification, proof of ownership, and copy 
control. Note that conventional data hiding techniques were irreversible, namely, the host 
media can not be recovered after data extraction. To preserve or protect the originality of the 
valuable (or priceless) host media, for example, military or medical images, and law 
enforcement, the reversible data hiding schemes, also known as lossless data hiding 
schemes were suggested to achieve the goal. For some applications, it requires to completely 
recover the host media if the marked images remain intact, and to extract the hidden 
message when the marked images were intentionally (or unintentionally) manipulated by 
the third parties. But, most of reversible data hiding schemes (Tian, 2003; Alattar, 2004; Hsio 
et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009; Tai et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Xiao & Shih, 2010; 
Yang & Tsai, 2010; Yang et al., 2010, 2011) were fragile in the sense that the hidden message 
can be unsuccessfully extract even if a slight alteration to the marked images, not to mention 
the recovery of the host media. Several authors (Zou et al., 2006; Ni et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 
2010) therefore proposed robust reversible data hiding algorithms to overcome the issue. 

Zou et al. (Zou et al., 2006) presented a semi-fragile lossless watermarking scheme based on 
integer wavelet transform (IWT). To obtain a good perceptual quality, they only embed data 
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bits into the low-high (LH) and high-low (HL) of the IWT coefficients. During bit 
embedding, the IWT blocks remain intact if an input bit is 0, otherwise, the proposed 
embedding process were applied to the blocks. Simulations showed that the hidden 
message was robust against lossy compression to a certain degree. Ni et al. (Ni et al., 2008) 
presented a robust lossless data hiding technique based on the patchwork theory, the 
distribution features of pixel groups, error codes, and the permutation scheme. The marked 
images generated by the technique contained no salt-and-pepper noise with a limited 
payload size. In addition, the marked images were robust against to JPEG/JPEG2000 
compression. Zeng et al. (Zeng et al., 2010) adjusted the mathematical difference values of a 
block and designed a robust lossless data hiding scheme. A cover image was first divided 
into a number of blocks and the arithmetic difference of each block was calculated. Data bits 
were then embedded into the blocks by shifting the arithmetic difference values. Due to the 
separation of the bit-0-zone and the bit-1-zone, as well as the particularity of mathematical 
difference, a major merit of the method was tolerant of JPEG compression to some extent. 
Compared with Ni et al.’s work (Ni et al., 2008), the performance of Zeng et al.’s scheme 
(Zeng et al., 2010) was significantly improved. 

Currently there are a few robust lossless data hiding techniques published in the literature. 
Since the payload provided by the above techniques (Zou et al., 2006; Ni et al., 2008; Zeng et 
al., 2010) was not good enough, we therefore propose the FBBE algorithm so that to 
introduce an effective robust lossless data hiding method. Moreover, to provide a high-
capacity version of lossless data hiding scheme that based on IWT domain, we use a smart 
allocation of the coefficients in an IWT block to achieve the goal. The scheme not only 
provides a high payload but also generates a good perceived quality. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, a robust lossless data hiding via the 
feature-based bit embedding (FBBE) algorithm is introduced followed by a high-
performance lossless data hiding scheme. Section 3 provides both test results and 
performance comparisons. We conclude this chapter in section 4. 

2. Proposed method 

Based on the integer wavelet transform (IWT), we propose two lossless data hiding 
methods, namely, a robust version and a high-capacity one. First, a robust lossless data 
hiding via the feature-based bit embedding (FBBE) algorithm is specified. Instead of 
embedding data bits directly into the IWT coefficient blocks, we use the FBBE algorithm to 
encode a block so that it can carry data bits and can be successfully identified later at the 
receiver. Then, a high-performance lossless data hiding scheme is presented to provide a 
large hiding storage by adjusting the location of each IWT coefficient in the host block. More 
specifically, the FBBE algorithm can be used to generate a robust lossless data hiding 
method. Whereas, the proposed smart adjustment of the IWT coefficients can be used to 
generate a high-performance lossless data hiding scheme. 

2.1 FBBE algorithm 

To achieve a robust lossless data hiding method, we embed a secret message into transform 
domain via the FBBE algorithm. An input image was first decomposed to the IWT domain. 
The IWT coefficients can be acquired by using the following two formulas: 
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where kjs ,  and kjd ,  are the kth low-frequency and high-frequency wavelet coefficients at 

the jth level, respectively (Calderbank et al., 1998). The  x  is a floor function. Then, data 

bits were embedded into the blocks which derived from the LH and HL sub-bands of the 

IWT coefficients, respectively. The FBBE algorithm consists of four parts, namely, Up-U 

(UU) sampling, Down-U (DU) sampling, Up-Down (UD) sampling, and Left-Right (LR) 

sampling. Each sampling is allowed to carry a single data bit. For each host block, the above 

four samplings is conducted according to the sequence of UU, DU, UD, and LR samplings. 

The details are specified in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Bit embedding 

Let   1

0jk

2
c




 n

kjC  be the jth block of size nn taken from the LH (or HL) sub-bands of IWT 

domain. Also let  CCCCC j 
~ˆ  with  ,0,3,5,6 i |ĉˆ

i C   ,9,10,12,15 u |c~
~

u C  

 ,1,2,13,14  v|cv C  and  4,7,8,11  w|cw C  be the UU, DU, UD, and LR samplings 

coefficients, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 if n=4. In addition, let 

   2ĉ |ĉ ii jpC  (3) 

and  

    ii ĉ2- |ĉjmC  (4) 

be the two focal groups being used to ‘carry’ data bits. The  used here is a robustness 
parameter.  

 

 

(a)   (b)   (c)   (d) 

Fig. 1. A 44 IWT coefficients block. (a) UU, (b) DU, (c) UD, and (b) LR sampling 
coefficients. 
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The main steps of UU (or DU, UD, LR) samplings are specified as follows: 

Step 1. Input a block jC  not processing yet. 

Step 2. If an input bit =0 and |||| jmjp CC   then do nothing, which means a bit 0 can be 

carried by the UU (or DU, UD, LR) sampling coefficients without alteration of their 

value, and go to Step 8. 

Step 3. If =0 and |||| jmjp CC   then add  to the coefficients cjk in jC  with  jkc0 , 

respectively, mark a flag to the shifted coefficient, and go to Step 8. 

Step 4. If =0 and |||| jmjp CC   then add  to the coefficients in jmC , respectively, mark a 

flag to the shifted coefficient, and go to Step 8. 

Step 5. If =1 and |||| jmjp CC   then do nothing, which means the UU (or DU, UD, LR) 

samplings coefficients carry a bit 1, and go to Step 8. 

Step 6. If =1 and |||| jmjp CC   then subtract  from the coefficients cjk in jC  with 

0 jkc , respectively, mark a flag to the shifted coefficient, and go to Step 8. 

Step 7. If =1 and |||| jmjp CC   then subtract  from the coefficients in jpC , respectively, 

mark a flag to the shifted coefficient. 

Step 8. Repeat Step 1 until all IWT coefficients blocks have been processed. 

Notice that the coefficients iĉ  which belong to either jpC  or jmC  have to be changed to ,c~u  

,cv  or ,cw  respectively, when the DU, UD, or LR samplings was employed. From the above 

procedures we can see that each block can carry at most four data bits. This resulted in a 

total payload of     2

2
422/2/

n

MN
nNnM   bits provided by the proposed method, 

where M and N is the size of a host image. 

2.1.2 Bit extraction 

Let   1

0jk

2
d




 n

kjD  be the jth hidden block of size nn taken from the LH (or HL) sub-bands 

of IWT domain derived from a marked image, and  DDDDD j 
~ˆ  with 

 ,0,3,5,6 i |d̂ˆ
i D   ,9,10,12,15 u |d

~~
u D   ,1,2,13,14  v|dv D and 

 .4,7,8,11  w|dw D Also let 

   2)d,d,d
~

(or d̂ |)d,d,d
~

(or d̂ wvuiwvui jpD  (5) 

and 

    )d,d,d
~

(or d̂2- |)d,d,d
~

(or d̂ wvuiwvuijmD  (6) 

be the two subsets of Dj. The procedure of bits extraction for the UU (or DU, UD, LR) 

sampling can be summarized in the following steps. 
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Step 1. Input a hidden block jD  not processing yet. 

Step 2. If |||| jmjp DD   then a bit 0 can be identified. Subtract  from either the coefficients 

djk in jD  with 0 jkd  or the coefficients )d,d,d
~

(or d̂ wvui   in jpD  when the 

corresponding flag was set at 1, and go to Step 6. 

Step 3. If |||| jmjp DD   then a bit 1 can be extracted. Add  to either djk in jD  with 

 jkd0  or the coefficients )d,d,d
~

(or d̂ wvui  in jmD  when the corresponding flag 

was set at 1, go to Step 6. 

Step 4. If |||| jmjp DD   and the flag of the coefficients djk in jD  with 0 jkd  was set at 

1, a bit 0 can be identified, and go to Step 6. 

Step 5. If |||| jmjp DD   and the flag of the coefficients djk in jD  with  jkd0  was set at 

1, a bit 1 can be identified. 
Step 6. Repeat Step 1 until all hidden bits have been extracted. 

The number of bits for the overhead information which used to signify whether or not a 

coefficient of the block undergone adjustment is 
2

2
22

2 MN
nn

N
n

M










.  

2.2 High-performance lossless data hiding scheme 

To provide a high-capacity with a good perceived quality, the proposed scheme, which 
based on the adjustment of the locations of the coefficients in a host block, embeds a secret 
message into the three high sub-bands of IWT domain. The details are described in the 
following subsections. 

2.2.1 Data embedment 

Let   1

0jk

2
c




 n

kjC  be the jth block of size nn taken from the LH (or HL, HH) sub-band of 

IWT domain. Also let   2c |c pp jpC  and   -c2- |c mm jmC  be two subsets of 

jC . The main steps of bit embedding are specified as follows: 

Step 1. Input a block jC  not processing yet. 

Step 2. If || jpC  then subtract  from each coefficient of jpC  and mark a flag to the 

modified coefficient.  

Step 3. If || jmC  then add  to each coefficient of jmC  and mark a flag to the modified 

coefficient. 

Step 4. After adjustment, for a coefficient ji Cc   with  ic0  (or 0 ic ), multiply 

ic  by 2 to obtain iĉ , and add an input bit to iĉ . 

Step 5. Repeat to Step 1 until all blocks have been processed. 

The purpose of steps 3 and 4 are tried to further dig out hiding space from the selected 
coefficients. The schema of the adjustment of the coefficients values for the above two steps 
can be illustrated in Fig. 2.  
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(a)    (b) 

Fig. 2. The schema of the coefficients adjustment. (a) The positive part and (b) the negative 
part. 

To increase payload size, multiple bits can be hidden in each IWT coefficient. In this case, 
the above steps 2-4 are rewritten as follows: 

Step 2a. For a coefficient jt Cc   with ,  tc  multiply tc  by 2k to obtain tĉ , and mark 

a flag to the modified coefficient. 

Step 3a. For each tĉ , add data bits  to tĉ  if 0ˆ tc , otherwise, subtract  from tĉ . 

The parameter k is an integer. To maintain a good resulting perceived quality, the value of k 
is no more than 2. From the above procedure we can see that the number of bits used for 

recording the indices of the modified coefficients is     4
332/2/ 2 MNnnNnM  .  

2.2.2 Data extraction 

To extract the hidden message, the overhead information can be losslessly compressed by 

using either the run-length coding algorithm or JBIG2. The resulting bit stream can then sent 

by an out-of-band transmission to the receiver. Without loss of generality, let jD  be the jth 

hidden block of size nn taken from the LH (or HL, HH) sub-band of IWT domain which 

derived from a marked image, and   2d̂2- |d̂ˆ
jj jD  with jj DD ˆ . The procedure of 

bits extraction can be summarized in the following steps. 

Step 1. Input a block jD  not processing yet. 

Step 2. A data bit can be extracted by performing modulus-2 to jd̂ . 

Step 3. The IWT coefficients jd
~

 which hid data bit can be restored by performing either 

 2/ˆ~
jj dd   if 0ˆ jd  or  5.0)2/ˆ(

~
 jj dd  if .0ˆ jd  

Step 4. The original IWT coefficients can be recovered by adding (or subtracting)  to (or 

from) jd
~

 if 0
~

jd  (or 0
~

jd  ) while the flag of jd
~

 was marked. 

Step 5. Repeat to Step 1 until all data bits have been extracted. 

Note that  x  and  x  in step 3 denote the floor and ceiling functions, respectively. To 

perform multiple bits extraction for each coefficient, the above steps 2-4 are rewritten as 
follows: 
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Step 2b. A data bit can be extracted by performing modulus-2k to jd   with  k
j

k
d 22  . 

Step 3b. The IWT coefficients jd
~

 which hid data bits can be restored by performing 

 kjj dd 2/ˆ~
  if the flag of jd

~
 was marked. 

Step 4b. The original IWT coefficients can be recovered by adding (or subtracting) )12( k  

to (or from) jd
~

 if  0
~

jd  (or 0
~

jd  ). 

To specify the idea of data embedding, two examples were presented in Figs. 3-4. The 

figures illustrate the cases of full-bit (nn bits) and partial-bit hidden, respectively. The k 

used here is 1. The control parameter  is set to be 4. A host IWT-block was shown in Fig. 
3(a). Figure 3(b) illustrates a shifted block, which obtained by according to the steps 2-3 of 
Sec. 2.2.1. Note that each of the shifted coefficients was marked by a rectangle. According to 
the step 4 of Sec. 2.2.1, we can see that all of the coefficients in the shifted block can be used 
to hide bits. Namely, a full-bit (or 16-bit) can be embedded in Fig. 3(b). Figure 3 (c) shows 
the hidden block. The mean square error (MSE) computed from Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) is 7.667. 
Another example of hiding partial-bit (or 12-bit) in an IWT-block was shown in Fig. 4(a). A 
shifted block was shown in Fig. 4(b). Notice as well there are 4 coefficients (in bold type) 
containing null bits. The resulting hidden block was depicted in Fig. 4(c). In this case, the 
MSE for the hidden block is 6.444. To recover the original block, a similar reverse process 
(with a bitmap) can be performed to Figs. 3(c) and 4(c), respectively. 

 

-5 -8 -3 -2  -1 -4 -3 -2  -2 -7 -5 -4 

3 -7 -7 -2  3 -3 -3 -2  6 -5 -6 -4 

6 -3 -8 -5  2 -3 -4 -1  4 -5 -8 -1 

5 0 -6 -8  1 0 -2 -4  3 1 -4 -8 

(a)   (b)   (c) 

Fig. 3. Example of 16-bit embedding with a bit-stream of 0110 0100 0101 1100. (a) The 
original IWT-block, (b) shifted block, and (c) hidden block. 

 

8 17 0 11  8 17 0 11  8 17 0 11 

0 1 -15 2  0 1 -15 2  1 3 -
15

4 

-5 1 -6 -7  -1 1 -2 -3  -2 3 -3 -6 

6 5 1 4  2 1 1 0  4 2 3 1 

(a)   (b)   (c) 

Fig. 4. Example of 12-bit embedding with a bit-stream of 0110 0110 0011. (a) The IWT-block, 
(b) shifted block, and (c) hidden block. 
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2.2.3 Overflow/underflow issues 

An overflow/underflow can be occurred during bit embedding if a pixel value of the host 

image is a little either less than 255 or larger than 0. To overcome the overflow/underflow 

issues, a pixel-shifting approach can be performed in the spatial domain before data 

embedment. Namely, if a pixel value p in a host image satisfied either 1p  or ,2p  p 

can be adjusted to a new value by adding to 1  or subtracting from 2 . Both 1  and 2  are 

two predetermined threshold values. 

3. Experimental results 

Several greyscale images of size 512512 were used as host images. A quarter of the host 

image Lena was used as the test data. To provide a variety of embedding rate, the value of 

the control parameter  is not fixed. Simulations generated by the proposed FBBE algorithm 

were first shown in the following subsection. Subsequently, a high-performance hiding 

scheme was examined. 

3.1 Simulations of the FBBE algorithm 

Figure 5 depicts the relationship between peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and robustness 

parameter  that generated by the proposed FBBE algorithm. The size of the block was 44. 

The figure indicated that the optimal PSNR value of 57.45 dB is achieved with =1.  
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Fig. 5. The relationship between PSNR and . 
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The PSNR value is approximately linear decreased as  increased. Actually, the larger the 

value of , the more robust performance can be obtained by the proposed method. The 
PSNR is defined by  

 ,
255

log10
2

10
MSE

PSNR   (7) 

where .)),(),(ˆ(
1

1 1

2 
 


N

i

M

j

jixjix
MN

MSE  Here ),( jix  and ),(ˆ jix  denote the pixel values of the 

original image and the marked image. Figure 6 shows the marked images generated by the 
proposed method with =12. Their average PSNR value was 33.35 dB with an embedding rate 
of 0.125 bits per pixel (bpp). It can be seen that the perceptual quality was acceptable. 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Fig. 6. The marked images generated by the proposed FBBE algorithm. (a) Lena, (b) 
Goldhill, (c) Zelda, (d) Elaine, and (e) Tank. 

For comparison, two graceful schemes, namely, Ni et al.’s algorithm (Ni et al., 2008) and Zeng 
et al.’s approach (Zeng et al., 2010) are compared with our method. Table 1 indicates the 
performance comparison of these methods on three test images. From Fig. 5 and Table 1 we 
can see that the proposed method with  =5 (or  of which value being less than 6) provides 
the largest payload among these methods while the PSNR for the proposed method is superior 
to that for the other two techniques. Moreover, Table 1 shows that the average hiding capacity 
provided by the proposed method is two times that achieved by Zeng et al.’s approach (Zeng 
et al., 2010), and five times larger than that achieved by Ni et al.’s algorithm (Ni et al., 2008). 
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Methods 
Images 

Lena Zelda Goldhill Average 

Ni et al.’s 
algorithm 

6,336/ 
40.19 

4,480/ 
40.47 

6,336/ 
40.18 

5,717/ 
40.28 

Zeng et al.’s 
approach 

16,384/ 
38.07 

16,384/ 

38.09 
16,384/ 

38.10 

16,384/ 
38.09 

Proposed 
Method 

32,768/ 
41.71 

32,768/ 
41.56 

32,768/ 
42.84 

32,768/ 
42.04 

Table 1. Hiding performance (Payload/ PSNR) comparison between various methods. 

To demonstrate the robustness performance of the proposed method, examples of extracted 
watermarks after various manipulations of the image are given in Table 2. A logo of size 

6363 with 8 bits/pixel 2 colours was used as the test watermark, as shown in Fig. 7. The bit 
correct ratio (BCR) is also included. The BCR is defined by  

 %,100

~1

0 



























ba

ww

BCR

ab

i
ii

 (8) 

 

Fig. 7. The test watermark. 

where iw  and iw
~  represent the values of the original watermark and the extracted 

watermark respectively, as well as the size of a watermark is .ba  Note that a majority-vote 

decision was employed during bits extraction. Although the BCR for those watermarks, 

which extracted from the images that gone through attacks such as JPEG2000, JPEG, 

equalized, interleaved, and inversion are not high, they are identifiable. Although the BCR 

for the watermark extracted from an image which manipulated by inversion attack is only 

1.99%, it is recognizable. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows the BCR performance of the survived 

watermarks under a variety of degree of Uniform/Gaussian noise additions attacks. From 

the figure we can see that the proposed method is more robust against Uniform than 

Gaussian noise additions attacks. Similarly, Fig. 9 indicates the proposed method has the 

better performance in resisting JPEG200 than JPEG attacks. Figure 10 shows that the 

proposed method is nearly free from brightness attacks. Finally, Fig. 11 indicates that the 

extracted watermarks are tolerant of colour quantization attack even if the number of level 

of pixel-value in a marked image is reduced to 8. 
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Attacks 
Survived 
Watermarks 

Attacks 
Survived  
watermarks 

Cropping (50%) 

BCR =87.88 % 

 

Brightness (+90%) 

BCR = 87.45% 

 

JPEG2000 (CR*=8.33) 

BCR=71.89% 

 

Brightness (-100%) 

BCR = 89.65% 

 

JPEG (CR=5.54) 

BCR=75.36% 

 

Contrast (40%) 

BCR = 87.48% 

 

Uniform noise (5%) 

BCR = 78.94% 

 

Contrast (-15%) 

BCR = 78.18% 

 

Gaussian noise (4%) 

BCR = 74.38% 

 

Posterized (8-level) 

BCR = 85.26% 

 

Edge sharpening 

BCR = 98.92% 

 

Equalized 

BCR = 80.78% 

 

Mean filtering (3×3) 

BCR = 98.34% 

 

 Interleaved (Odd) 

BCR = 54.14% 
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Attacks 
Survived 
Watermarks 

Attacks 
Survived  
watermarks 

Median filtering (3×3) 
BCR = 98.76% 

Interleaved (Even) 
BCR = 53.87% 

 

Quantization 
BCR = 95.67% 

Inversion 
BCR = 1.99% 

 
*CR stands for compression ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the size of a host image to that of a 
compressed image. 
The last four bits of the pixel in the marked image were truncated. 

Table 2. Examples of watermarks extracted from image Lena. (=12) 

 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Noise additions (increament by %)

B
C

R
 (

%
)

 

 

Uniform noise attack

Gaussizn noise attack

 

Fig. 8. The BCR for the proposed method under Uniform/Gaussian noise additions attacks, 
respectively. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
70

75
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85

90

95

100

Compression ratio

B
C

R
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%
)

 

 

JPEG2000 attacks

JPEG attacks

 

Fig. 9. The BCR for the proposed method under JPEG2000/JPEG attacks, respectively. 
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Fig. 10. The BCR for the proposed method under Brightness attacks. 
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85

90

95

100

 

Fig. 11. The BCR for the proposed method under (color) quantization attacks. 

3.2 Simulations of high-performance hiding scheme 

The trade-off between PSNR and payload for the proposed scheme was depicted in Figure 

12. The figure indicated that the average PSNR achieved by the proposed scheme was 

approximately 55 dB at a bit rate of 0.236 bpp. Whereas, the optimal PSNR value of 37.76 dB 

can be achieved in image Zelda with bit rate of 0.747 bpp. In addition, the relationship 

between payload (or embedding rate) and robustness parameter  was drawn in Fig. 13. 

From the figure we can see that the larger the value of , the higher the bit rate was 

achieved.  

For comparison, three outstanding approaches: Wu et al.’s scheme (Wu et al. 2009), Lee et 

al.’s algorithm (Lee et al., 2010), and Yang & Tsai’s technique (Yang & Tsai, 2010) were 

compared with our method. Performance comparison between these methods was given in 

Table 3. It is obvious that the proposed method provides the largest payload among these 

methods while the PSNR for the proposed method is superior to that for the other three 

algorithms. Moreover, Table 3 implies that the hiding capacity provided by the proposed 

method is approximately two times that achieved by the Wu et al.’s scheme (Wu et al. 2009), 

and is two times that achieved by Lee et al.’s algorithm (Lee et al., 2010). Moreover, Table 4 

revealed the superiority of our scheme when the PSNR value around 43 dB. The average 

embedding rate for the proposed scheme was two times larger than that for the Wu et al.’s 

technique (Wu et al. 2009). 
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Fig. 12. The trade-off between payload and PSNR for the proposed scheme. 
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Fig. 13. The relationship between payload and . 
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Methods 
Images 

Lena Zelda Goldhill Peppers Average 

Wu et al.’s 
scheme 

0.20/ 
47.55 

0.19/ 
47.75 

0.15/ 
48.25 

0.37/ 
48.25 

0.23/ 
47.95 

Lee et al.’s 
algorithm 

0.23/ 
48.25 

0.18/ 
48.25 

- 
0.17/ 
48.25 

0.20/ 
48.25 

Yang & Tsai’s 
technique 

0.38/ 
48.81 

- 
0.26/ 
48.81 

0.33/ 
48.81 

0.33/ 
48.81 

Proposed 
method 

0.48/ 
49.14 

0.49/ 
49.02 

0.40/ 
50.27 

0.43/ 
49.37 

0.45/ 
49.45 

Table 3. Embedding rate and PSNR performance comparison between various methods 
when PSNR value was approximately 48 dB. 

 

Methods 
Images 

Lena Zelda Goldhill Pepper
s

Average 

Wu et al.’s 
scheme 

0.24/ 
43.60 

0.40/ 
43.60 

0.28/ 
43.60 

0.23/ 
43.60 

0.29/ 
43.60 

Lee et al.’s 
algorithm 

0.53/ 
43.15 

0.42/ 
43.15 

- 
0.41/ 
43.15 

0.46/ 
43.15 

Yang & Tsai’s 
technique 

0.62/ 
43.84 

- 
0.45/ 
43.84 

0.55/ 
43.84 

0.54/ 
43.84 

Proposed 
method 

0.64/ 
43.94 

0.66/ 
43.56 

0.55/ 
44.24 

0.60/ 
43.75 

0.61/ 
43.87 

Table 4. Embedding rate and PSNR performance comparison between various methods 
when PSNR value was approximately 43 dB. 

4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we first propose a robust lossless data hiding via the feature-based bit 
embedding (FBBE) algorithm based on integer wavelet transform (IWT). Data bits can be 
effectively carried by the IWT blocks via the FBBE algorithm and the hidden message can be 
successfully identified later at the receiver. Moreover, the FBBE algorithm can completely 
recover the host media if the marked image remains intact, and extract (most part of) the 
hidden message if manipulations were intentionally (or unintentionally) altered to the 
marked images. In addition, we employ a smart arrangement of the IWT coefficients so as to 
provide a high-capacity lossless data hiding scheme. Simulations validate that the marked 
images generated by the proposed FBBE algorithm are robust to a variety of attacks such as 
JPEG2000, JPEG, cropping, noise additions, (colour) quantization, bits truncation, 
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brightness/contrast, mean/median filtering, and inversion. Furthermore, the payload and 
PSNR provided by the proposed two methods outperform those provided by existing 
schemes. 

The proposed two methods can be extended to color images by embedding data bits in the 
RGB system separately. In addition, to further enlarge the hiding storage of the FBBE 
algorithm, an extra one (or two) data bits could be hidden in each IWT coefficients block 
during data embedment. However, a tradeoff between PSNR and payload size may be a 
problem with this algorithm. These issues will be discussed in detail in future work. 
Furthermore, to reduce memory space and transmission delay, the decreasing of the 
overhead bits will be our future study. 
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